Spring in Kirksville gives Kirksville residents and Truman students the opportunity to pick through the unwanted trash left on curbs to create something new and special.

BY SHANNON WALTER  Staff Reporter

In April Kirksville’s community treasure in the form of unwanted trash can be found on the curb. The annual Spring Clean Up gives Kirksville residents the opportunity to find interesting items, but often times, the process is not enjoyable for individuals looking for trash items for art projects.
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“I found a lot of stuff that really seemed like it shouldn’t be trash to most people like books and clothing,” Hemmelgarn said. “I think the most popular items that are at the curb are couches and overstuffed recliners,” Buckwalter said. “And that’s exactly what furnished their entire house with items they found on the curb.”

In my remaining three weeks, I’m sure I will see things that are not worth saving. But I have seen little that I’ve said ‘oh what a shame’ about. I do have an occasional ‘oh what a shame’ though a thrift store that has a ‘keep out of the public’ sign, but I don’t find the lack of ethics that lines the avenue for someone else,” he said. “It was an amazing experience to watch all of it come to many people.”

Dust settles on Mexican journey
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